FRAMED SLIDING SYSTEM FOR BALCONIES, LOGGIAS OR TERRACES GLAZING
Framed sliding aluminium proﬁle construction is
designed for balconies, loggias, terraces or
arbors glazing. Glazing will prevent inside room
from rain, wind, noise and will give additional
heat insulation. This system can be used in such
places where it is no room for opening doors or
windows and necessary to use constructions
which can save space and have wide opening.
Framed glazing system can be designed with
ﬁxed parts on top or on the sides, so it will be
possible to make construction bigger on height
and length. In this way, the range of use the
constructions is becoming even wider. Constructions are very reliable and price is optimal.

This framed sliding aluminium proﬁle system is
very simple, but everything is designed with care,
rubbers and brushes protects inside from water,
wind and noise.

Glass:
Construction can be produced with clear, darkened,
frosted, ornament or other glass, which can be
tempered or not. Glass thickness can be 4 or 5 mm.

Aluminium proﬁles and other production in the system:
Aluminium proﬁles are painted in powder way.
It is possible to paint proﬁles in every color in RAL color
chart. Construction can be 2, 3 or 4 rails. Rail amount is
chosen depending on needed constrcution length. If
there is „U“ shaped balcony, it is possible to oﬀer ﬁxed or
one way opened windows in side parts of the balcony.
Corners are joined by using special corner proﬁles, which
can be rectangular or rounded. Corner can be ﬁxed 90
degrees or adjustable.

Accessories:
Wheels, are produced from metal bearings, which are
covered with plastics. Wheels are long lasting and
gives construction smooth sliding without big noise.
Special frame conﬁguration protects wheels from fast
wearing.
Watertightness:
Construction is produced with rubber sealings and
brushes, it makes construction watertight.

Drainage:
Water from bottom rail is going out through drainage
holes.

Safety and care:
System is locked with standard lockings or two sided
handles with keys. To clean sliding sashes is possible
by taking them out of the frame. This provides
convenience and security.

Kosntrukcijos rėmas
Varčių slydimo kreipiančiosios
Varčios apsauga nuo iškritimo
Varčios rėmas
Stiklas
Sandarinimo šepetėlis

Production and mounting:
We consult our clients and answer to all technical questions.
We are committed to visit clients in their homes if it is
necessary to check all mounting details.
Warranties:
- good prices, because we produce this system by ourselves;
- short production terms;
- mounting and service in all Lithuania;
- export of the systems all over the world;
- warranty 5 years;

Certiﬁcates:
CE mark sertiﬁcation for sliding framed constructions;
ISO 9001:2015 quality management certiﬁcate;
Aluminium proﬁle supplier „Declaration of performance“ which note that the
aluminium proﬁle meets STR 1.01.05:2007 requirements;
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